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New Titles Published in 2020

2020 was filled with all kinds of ups and down and these 2020 publications are no different! All
of the titles below were published this summer and fall. Mystery, romance, history, and thrills,
there is something for every reader. If you’re interested in reading any of these titles, you can
visit our library website rrnm.gov/library to request a hold.
The Bitter and Sweet of Cherry Season by Molly Fader. In this contemporary novel, Hope
returns home to Orchard House in Michigan with her daughter, Jenny (aka Tink). Hope and Tink
help their aunt with the cherry picking, but will this be more than just another family story, and
can they escape their past?
Cat Me If You Can by Miranda James. Charlie (an academic librarian), his cat Diesel and his
fiancé Helen travel from Mississippi to North Carolina. In this cozy mystery, they encounter a
murder to be solved. This is another gentle read in the Cat in the Stacks series. It is also
available as an e-book on Hoopla.
The Growing Season: How I Built a New Life – and Saved an American Farm by Sarah
Frey. This non-fiction title demonstrates the author’s determination and hard work in overcoming
poverty. Her business is used as a case study at Harvard Business School.
The Lost and Found Bookshop by Susan Wiggs. Natalie inherits a bookshop in California that
has seen better days. Additionally, she becomes the caretaker for her grandfather, who doesn’t
want her to sell the bookshop. Will there be a romance with the man fixing the bookshop? This
is also available as a large print book.
One for the Books by Jenn McKinlay. This cozy mystery is part of the Library Lover’s Mystery
series. Lindsey is a library director who is engaged to local boat captain “Sully.” As the wedding
approaches (days away), a body is found on a beach. Can they solve the murder and still
proceed with the wedding? This story is available as a regular print book or as an e-book on
hoopla.
The Orphan Collector by Ellen Marie Wiseman. This historical fiction novel is set in 1918
during the Spanish flu outbreak and World War I. The main character is a thirteen-year-old girl.

What will happen to her as the world crumbles around her? It is also available as an e-book on
hoopla.
Piece of My Heart by Mary Higgins Clark and Alafair Burke. Laurie and Alex are engaged with
their wedding about to happen. Then, Alex’s nephew is kidnapped…will the suspenseful
mystery be solved quickly? This book is also available as a book on cd.
Stone Wall by Beverly Lewis. Anna visits another town in Lancaster County. She works there
as a tour guide and volunteers at a location that provides horse rides for special needs kids.
Anna meets two different young men. In addition, she tries to discover information about her
grandmother who has Alzheimer’s. This story is also available as a large print book or as an ebook on hoopla.
The Switch by Beth O’Leary. Set in England, Leena is on sabbatical from her job in the city.
Her grandmother, Eileen, lives in a rural town. They decide to switch places for a couple
months. How will it go, and will either find love? This is also available as a large print book.
Have you read some of these books and want to share? Consider joining our virtual book club
Literary Musings. We meet the second Wednesday of the month at 1pm. December’s theme is
Winter Stories and you can sign up here.

